Seen Through a Window
By David Ferry
A man and a woman are sitting at a table.
It is supper time. The air is green. The walls
Are white in the green air, as rocks under water
Retain their own true color, though washed in green.
I do not know either the man or the woman,
Nor do I know whatever they know of each other.
Though washed in my eye they keep their own true color.
The man is all his own hunched strength, the body’s
Self and strength, that bears, like weariness,
Itself upon itself, as a stone’s weight
Bears heavily on itself to be itself.
Heavy the strength that bears the body down.
And the way he feeds is like a dreamless sleep.
The dreaming of a stone is how he feeds.
The woman’s arms are plump, mottled a little
The ﬂesh, like standing milk, and on one arm
A blue bruise, got in some household labor or other,
Flowering in the white. Her staring eye,
Like some bird’s cry called from some deepest wood,
Says nothing of what it is but what it is.
Such silence is the bird’s cry of the stone.
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What It Does
By David Ferry

The sea bit,
As they said it would,…
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Courtesy
By David Ferry

It is an afternoon toward the end of August:
Autumnal weather, cool following on,…
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Sestina in Prose
By Katharine Coles

It was like climbing a mountain to those of us who’d climbed one. To the others, it was like, I
suppose, something else. In other words, we let everybody ﬁnd her own ﬁgure of speech.…
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Town of Frijoles
By Ray Gonzalez

In the town of frijoles,
men eat their meals without…
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Dragons
By Devin Johnston

We gathered in a ﬁeld southwest of town,
several hundred hauling coolers…
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How to Triumph Like a Girl
By Ada Limón

I like the lady horses best,
how they make it all look easy,…
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Trace Evidence
By Charif Shanahan

When I say But mother, Black or not Black,
Of course you are polyethnic, your look does not change…
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“Un Tintero,” Inkwell
By Desirée Alvarez

Anger is the other person inside
mi garganta, my throat.…
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